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    India-Korea Technology Exchange Conference 

One to one Business Meetings 
Jacranda Hall, India Habitat Centre, Lodhi Road, New Delhi 

Entry from Gate No.3. 

(Please tick the Company you wish to meet) 

No. Field 
COMPANY 

NAME 
Website PRODUCT Product Description 

Please tick 

(√)the 

company 

you wish to 

meet 

1 

IT 

NOSEWORK 

INC. 

www.nosework-

official.com  

NOSEBALL 

It is  the closest solution just for you and 

your pet dog,  by applying  the concept of 

'box nosework' which  is  the highest  stage  

of nosework traning and also adding IoT to 

it. As it is not an automatic feeder, the 

training process is very important. The 

perfectly-designed process from adaptation 

phase for pet dog experiencing box 

nosework for the first time to stability 

phase for skillfulness, by fully applying 

professional trainers' training method, 

could be easily selected/performed by 

users. 

 

2 OPENOWL 

www.openknowl.com  

Talent 

recruitment 

solution 

through 

machine 

learning 

Instead of recruiting personnel, AI can be 

used to replace human resources and 

various job-related  

education. Recruitment procedures that 

have been in progress for a period of two to 

three months (dozens of channel 

announcements -> thousands) Resume 

screening -> interviewer selection -> 

interview report -> interview result 

collection) Solution for 2 weeks to reduce 

the recruiting cost of 56,000US$ per person 

 

http://www.nosework-official.com/
http://www.nosework-official.com/
http://www.openknowl.com/
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3 
HYUN 

INNOVATION 

 

http://www.hyun-

innovation.co.kr 

AntiFaul IIoT 

Providing Solutions to Companies Who 

Need to Build Sensor Networks in the 

Manufacturing Industry. 

For web services, we use AWS (Amazon 

Web Services), both at home and abroad 

Simultaneous service is possible, customer 

management and product registration by 

web and mobile sensor, Provides a wide 

range of functions to view and manage 

data collection and alarms. 

 

4 CEDAR 

https://modi.tv 

Digital signage 

Digital signage solution software that 

displays images or information on a display 

or project by utilizing digital technology. It 

is easy to manage and can be used in any 

internet-enabled environment. 

 

5 JD SOUND 

www.jdsound.co.kr  

GODJ PLUS 

- Monster GODJ is a 250mm * 60mm super 

compact DJ equipment. 

- Unlike conventional controllers that need 

to be connected to a computer, you can 

freely use it anytime and anywhere with 

just the speakers to connect. 

- Two touchscreens and one mixer, with all 

the features needed for DJing. 

- Light, small size, always carry around, DJ 

party with friends anywhere. 

- Provides convenient functions with simple 

usage. 

 

6 4REAL 

www.4real.co.kr  

4D chairs for 

home and 

theater 

The 4D is a stereoscopic space that 

improves 3D. The 4D Chair which adds 

olfactory signal and tactile signal on over 

the image of 3D Video (Visual, Audio) 

provides huge contents immersion and 

liveness video. If the 3D Effect takes out 

characters from Video, 4D chair introduces 

you inside the video screen 

 

http://www.hyun-innovation.co.kr/
http://www.hyun-innovation.co.kr/
https://modi.tv/
http://www.jdsound.co.kr/
http://www.4real.co.kr/
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7 TAG HIVE  

www.tag-hive.com  

Smart 

stationery, 

Stationery- 

based SNS, 

Class 

supporting 

devices 

The educational devices for movable 

Beacon. It can be applicable to the 

elementary classes 

The cost will be 80% cheaper than other 

similar products 

 

 

8 DOT 

https://limesecos.com 

Smart watch 

for the blind 

They invented the samrt watch for the blind 

in the first place in the world and develop 

into the new biz model based on multi-

actuator manufacturing technology  

 

 

9 
BALANCE 

HERO 

  

  

  

 Mobile 

Applications 

  

  

They are providing mobile app services 

for the Indian phone users to check 

the balance amount on the prepaid sim 

card.   

 

  

http://www.tag-hive.com/
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10 

Health 
Care 

EXOSYSTEMS 

www.exosystem.io  

exoRehab 

Anytime, Anywhere 
Training, When patients 

perform their prescribed 
exercises, exoRehab 

guides the exercise and 
delivers real-time 
Feedback on patient 

 

11 

KANG AND 

PARK 
MEDICAL 

www.tiniko.co.kr  

Spine surgery 
Implant(SPINElant) 

SPINElant is made 
Titanium Nickel (TiNi) 

Shape Memory Alloy (Also 
called Nitinol and this 

material is already 
standardized into the 
ASTM F2063 as a materials 

for medical devices and 
surgical implants.) 

 

12 
ONE 

SOFTDIGM 

https://limesecos.com/  

Portable body fat 

checking device  

This device checks human 
body fat and send the 

information through the 
smartphone application.  

Weight is only 20g and has 
highly accurate rate 
compare to other medical 

devices.  
There have been many 

queries from Indian buyers 
for the last 3 years.  

 

http://www.exosystem.io/
http://www.tiniko.co.kr/
https://limesecos.com/
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13 

Energy 

BA ENERGY 

www.babm.co.kr  

ESS Energy home 

ESS Energy Home is 
designed as an optimized 

space for ESS(Energy 
Storage System) storage 

of solar power plant. It is 
also the world's first mass-
production ESS storage 

made by insulation 
specialist company, 

satisfying both 
performance and design 

with an amount of 30% 
lower than the existing 
ESS Storage 

 

14 
CHANGWHA 

ENERGY 

 
 

www.changhwaenergy.co.kr 

Complex Multi-
Tube Boiler 

The total size is reduced 
by using Complex Multi-

Tube System. Moreover, 
you can control heat 

energy freely. We are 
proud of the new system 
of having excellent 

efficiencies, which is fit for 
renewable fuel. 

 

15 Beauty LIMESE 

https://limesecos.com/  

Korea beauty 

brand including 
cosmetics and 
beauty items  

They are the total brand 
solution for beauty items 

such as cosmetics and 
provide all the Exim, 
logistics, retail, distribution 

channel processes. As they 
have a very good 

experience in India, we 
need to find out genuine 

 

http://www.babm.co.kr/
https://limesecos.com/
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buyers to satisfy our 
clients.  

16 - JSENG 

www.js-eng.com 

Cyclone iron 
separator 

This is separating device to 

eliminate solid particle 
among gas or liquid, using 
centrifugal force of rota 

ting solid particle by 
applying rotational motion 

to gas or liquid. 
Miniaturization is possible 
and it has excellent 

performance because they 
are separated by 

application of centrifugal 
force which is hundre 
ds times of gravity.  

 

  

http://www.js-eng.com/
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17 

 

Magpie-Tech 

 
 

www.magpie-tech.com 

Bidirectional 

Distance Meter 

The world's first two-way range 
finder allows users to measure 

distance in the safest and most 
convenient location 

, Bluetooth All data measured 
by communication can be 
managed by smartphone 

application. You can get left, 
righ 

t and sum by one 
measurement. S1iS Distributor, 

a distributor of industrial 
materials in India, and sample 
delivery to Chemma. 

 

18 WOOSUKENLPA 

  

Auto Parts - Strut 
Bearing, Bearing 

cage  

They are discussing the biz deal 
with the Indian company, NEI 

and planning to set up the 
business entity in India. 

 

I wish to meet the above South Korean companies as indicated above. My details are as follows: 

Name:  Designation:  

Company Name:  Contact no.  

Address:   Mob. No.  

Products 
Manufactured: 

 UAM No.  

  

    

 
 (Signature of Indian Company Representative) 

http://www.magpie-tech.com/

